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The Austraalian pipelinne industry has gone thhrough variious changees
over the paast decade. In 1996, Max
M Kimberr of Kimber Consultantts
wrote two papers thatt addressed the changees to the Au
ustralian gaas
pipeline inndustry from
m its begin
nnings in thhe late 1960
0s until thaat
time. Heree, he providdes an update to today,, highlightin
ng historicaal
lessons annd new devvelopments in researchh that the industry
i
can
learn from.
Significantt changes from the beginnings
b
of the Au
ustralian gaas
pipeline inndustry in thhe late 1960s until 19 96 laid the foundation
ns
for more too come. Duuring the biig privatisat
ation push th
hat occurred
between 19994 and 19998, all goveernment-ow
wned pipelin
nes were sold
to internatiional buyerrs or to con
nsortia in whhich internaational firm
ms
were well representedd. Then, ass fortunes iin their hom
me countriees
changed, oor the realisation strucck that too high a pricce had been
paid, mostt of the intternational buyers retrreated – bu
ut not beforre
they wrougght large chhanges to thee culture, coontracting practice
p
and technologyy of the indu
ustry.
Australia’’s first pipeeline entrep
preneurs
By 1998, for the first time in Australia’ss natural gaas pipeline industry, ssome pipeline ownerss
became enntrepreneurss. Many of the
t ‘entreprreneurial’ pipelines weere built witth some und
derpinningss
by foundattion shipperrs, but in mo
ost cases thhe developerrs were willling to takee some signiificant riskss
by providing far moree capacity than
t
could be justified
d by the fou
undation con
ontracts. Epiic Energy’ss
South Wesst Queensland Pipelinee and the theen Duke En
nergy-owned Eastern G
Gas Pipelinee are stand-out exampples of this approach. Each pipeliine has pro
ospered and
d has been expanded to
t meet thee
demands oof new markkets and new
w sources off supplies.
The risks of this appproach weree mitigated by a well--informed understandin
u
ng of how Australia’ss
natural gaas industry was to deevelop. Thiis included
d a progresssive view on the po
otential forr
Queensland’s coal seaam gas (CSG
G) to save tthe eastern states
s
of Au
ustralia from
m gas supply
y shortages..
There was also a cleaar understan
nding by som
me of the internationa
i
al firms thatt the plain vanilla
v
firm
m
service, takke-or-pay method
m
of contracting
c
for gas tran
nsport woulld be a thinng of the paast, and thatt
pipelines w
would be reequired to offer new annd innovativ
ve transportt and storagge services to meet thee
market’s rrequirementts. Pipeline firms disc overed thatt their conttractual couunter-partiess were reall
customers who demaanded custo
omer servicee, rather th
han being trreated as innvestment-g
grade firmss
whose creddit-worthineess underwrrote a mounntain of debtt in highly leveraged
l
veehicles.
The effectt of regulatiion on the pipeline
p
ind
dustry
Since 19988, the industtry has faceed significannt sovereign
n risk in thee form of heeavy-handed
d economicc
regulation.. Bureaucrats and gas users’
u
groupps that did not
n understaand the conntracting pro
ocesses andd
economic drivers associated witth transmisssion pipelin
nes pushed for regulat
ation under Australia’ss
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competition policy in the mistaken belief that gas transmission pipelines were natural monopolies.
In 1998, every transmission pipeline was regulated, but very few pipelines remain as such today.
While most of those that are regulated incur the associated legal and filing costs, regulation has had
negligible impact on revenue. The exception is APA Group’s Victorian Transmission System
(VTS), where heavy-handed cost-of-service regulation still applies.
Perhaps the greatest victory against regulation was achieved by Duke Energy in 2000, when an
attempt was made by the National Competition Council and ACCC to regulate the newly built
Eastern Gas Pipeline. Duke took the case to the Australian Competition Tribunal and proved that
regulation was inappropriate. Since then, no new pipeline has been regulated.
The Victorian Gas Transmission System – excluding the Eastern Gas Pipeline and SEA Gas
Pipeline – continues to remain an anomaly in that it is largely operated independent of the owner.
Instead, the pipeline system, its compressors and storage facilities are operated by the Australian
Energy Market Operator (AEMO), the successor to VENCorp and NEMMCO. This process,
together with strict economic regulation, prevents the efficient deployment of pipeline assets and
curtails any entrepreneurial expansion.
Other than minor upgrades on the Interconnector with New South Wales, stasis has set in for
Victoria’s major pipeline system. This represents a big change from the 1990s when the profitable
Gas & Fuel Corporation built new pipelines and expanded others on a continuing basis to increase
the use of gas as a primary energy source for Victoria.
Company developments
Company structures in the pipeline industry continue to evolve, with the departure of the
international owners and the acquisitive nature of Australia’s largest pipeline company, APA
Group. From its relatively small beginnings as the owner of the 2,000 km Moomba to Sydney
Pipeline and its laterals, APA now owns or has a significant stake in some 12,700 km of gas
transmission pipeline.
Epic Energy remains on the scene, not as an outpost of a US company, but as part of Hastings
Diversified Utilities Fund. Epic is engaged in significant expansion plans for its Queensland and
South Australian pipelines to service new markets and supplies. Jemena, which is owned by
Singapore Power, is doing likewise, while in the west, DBP continues with massive expansion plans
for its Dampier to Bunbury Natural Gas Pipeline.
“Gas is good!”
This mantra, which is being pushed by gas producers and pipeliners, is highly appropriate for our
times. Firstly, CSG has changed the gas supply situation in eastern Australia from one of critical
shortage to beneficent surplus. Secondly, as a fuel for electricity generation, gas produces 50 per
cent less carbon dioxide (if used in combined-cycle gas turbine power stations) than the most
efficient black coal-fired generators. This is good for our environment. Gas is so attractive that we
are now developing firm plans to export more of the stuff. This gives Australia two major problems,
both of which affect the pipeline industry and both of which are relatively new to this industry.
The first problem is perhaps a good one to have. The enormous developments required for export of
LNG need pipelines to collect the gas from the wells and to transport it to the LNG plants. This
provides significant opportunities for pipeline contractors and material suppliers, but it also puts
pressure on prices, quality and safety. Further, it tightens the supply of labour and it will be difficult
to find the appropriate skills sets. As such, labour costs will rise.
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The current contracting model of engineering, procurement and construction will be severely tested
in this environment, and it may be time to re-assess the ‘old’ way of doing things, where the owner
is much more involved in the design and construction process. A lack of appreciation for the old
adage that “they who are best able to manage the risk, should take the risk”, and a drive from debt
providers to get a “fixed price” has left our current pipeline scene littered with poorly-implemented
design and construction jobs.
As to the second problem that accompanies LNG export – Australia is facing a gas pricing problem
that can best be expressed in short-hand as ‘net-back’. That is, Australian consumers will ultimately
be buying gas at a price that is competitive with the free on-board price of LNG at the export port –
be it North West Shelf, Darwin or Gladstone.
This is a big change and, although it has been widely predicted, particularly by the author since
1999, it is beginning to be felt in Western Australia, and may soon be felt in Queensland.
In Western Australia two years ago, a wholesale gas purchaser could buy incremental gas supplies
at around $3–4 per gigajoule (GJ), but now that price has risen to $8–9/GJ. This means that there
will be closer scrutiny of pipeline tariffs, and customers will demand new types of transport services
so that they can optimise the use of higher-priced gas.
Of course, the rise and rise of the CSG industry in Queensland – and the beginnings of one in New
South Wales – will provide lots of gas and many opportunities for the pipeline industry. Some of
Australia’s largest diameter onshore pipelines are being planned – perhaps two or more 42 inch
pipelines from Santos, BGGroup, Shell/Arrow and others’ gas fields to Gladstone, together with
gathering and water disposal pipelines, processing plants and compressors to produce, process and
transport up to 800 PJ/a – more than the eastern Australian states currently use. This is an awesome
task for the pipeline industry and the project proponents.
The pipeline industry continues to change and, because it provides a service to the overall energy
industry in Australia, it must adapt to the shifting physical, regulatory and economic environment.
To achieve this, it will need to adopt new techniques, develop new skills and keep its management
and engineering processes flexible. Some sectors of the industry are good at adapting to change,
while others are less so.
Research developments
There is a great deal of new technology available to improve the quality and efficiency of pipeline
design and construction, yet we stick to techniques that were developed on the oil and gas fields of
Texas 50 years ago. The industry is slow to adopt the results of research, despite the fact that the
Australian pipeline industry’s robust and active research program has already delivered new
processes and techniques to make our pipelines safer and cheaper. We continue to see the same
mistakes being made– badly-applied coating, weld cracking, poor environmental management, lack
of understanding of fracture toughness, inadequate inspection and an unrealistic belief in the
efficacy of the EPC process. We seem to be oblivious to the lessons of our history.
The newly established Energy Pipelines Co-operative Research Centre (EPCRC) will take our
research program to a higher, more professional level, and, if the industry knows what’s good for it,
the results of research will be applied to improve safety and reduce the costs of new and existing
pipelines. The EPCRC will break new ground in a research program that addresses the sociology of
pipeline safety, in which researchers and industry advisers will study the human factors in the
design, construction and operation of pipelines. The industry has a very good safety record, both in
the workplace and the wider environment, but we have had a few incidents that have caused severe
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economic disruption and which can be sheeted home to serious breakdowns in firms’ organisational
structures, pay structures, and the ‘don’t tell me the bad news’ syndrome.
This sociological research program is being led by Professor Andrew Hopkins, whose work on the
Longford Gas Plant explosion in 2000 first alerted me to the need for formal study on the subject. I
referred to this work in a paper delivered to the APIA 2003 Darwin Convention and I suggested
quite strongly that the industry take note. It hasn’t, but I harbour some hope that the formal research
program on the sociology of safety of pipelines may gain some traction.
The Australian petroleum pipeline industry has come a long way since the first oil and gas pipelines
were built in the 1960s, and it has a great future if it continues to adapt, learn from its history, listen
to its visionaries, remain open to new ideas, and improve its skills in innovation and the
management of risk.
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